A universal static quantum simulator can simulate any quantum many-body system in an isomorphic manner. It can actually synthesize a duplicate of the system to be simulated. The isomorphic simulation has the great advantage that the inevitable coupling of the simulator to the environment can be fully exploited in simulating other thermodynamic processes.
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Simulating quantum many-body systems on a classical computer is hard in the sense that the simulation takes exponentially long time and large memory as the size of the system increases [1, 2] . The difficulty stems from the fact that the Hilbert space of the system consists of exponentially many states as the function of the number of physical variables involved.
The efficiency of simulating a system by another well controlled quantum system (quantum computer) was conjectured by Feynman [1] and has been justified by Lloyd [2] . Because of the decoherence problem [3] , despite the recent advancement of the quantum computation theory especially on quantum error correction [4, 5] , whether it is in principle possible to construct a large size quantum computer and maintain the delicate quantum coherence in order to accomplish meaningful computations or simulations remains an open question, let alone technological attempts, although many efforts have been made to implement quantum gates or small size quantum computers [6] .
Recently, the notion of static quantum computation has been introduced [7] . By contrast, a static quantum computer (SQC) [8] does not suffer from the decoherence problem even benefits from dissipation due to its static nature. Tailoring many-body interactions endows a universal static quantum computer (USQC) with the ability to evaluate any computable function. In principle, any physical process can be described by some mathematical equations, and all these equations can be solved on the USQC, by this means the USQC simulates physical processes just in the manner a classical digital computer does. However, static quantum computers are distinguished from classical ones by being able to carry out nondeterministic computation by virtue of static quantum parallelism [7] . This letter is intended to show that a USQC can efficiently simulate any quantum many-body system in an isomorphic manner. The efficiency means that the simulation costs only polynomial resource, i.e. it needs only polynomial number of static quantum logic gates (SQLG), and takes the time proportional to the real process to be simulated.
In an SQC, the quantum binary information qubit is stored in some collective mode of a binary wire or in persistent current of a superconducting ring [9] . Such a qubit is spatially extended so that it enters many static logic gates at the same time. . There are some energy degeneracy lifting (EDL) units in a USQC to split the degeneracy among the working modes according to some stipulations which will be given later. Generally, the working modes within the working gap expand an energy band. In practical operation, the gap E g should be large enough and the system should be kept at low enough temperature so that only the working modes within the working gap are relevant.
Just for convenience in this letter, the system being simulated is sometimes called the simulatee. When simulating a quantum system, the first thing is to find the eigenstates together with the energies by solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation
On a classical digital computer, Eq.1 is usually formulated in the matrix form [10] and the problem is solved by doing linear algebra. If there are any continuous variables, they can be discretized by some well-established methods, e.g. the finite element method [11] . The classical computer solves the eigenvalue problem in series, finds the eigenstates with the corresponding energies one-by-one, and stores the solutions into semiconductor or magnetic memory devices for later use. The same scheme of doing linear algebra applies to the universal static quantum simulator (USQS) which is essentially a USQC as shown in Fig.1 .
However, the USQS solves the eigenvalue problem in parallel by virtue of the static quantum parallelism [7] .
Within any predetermined precision, a given quantum system can be formulated into a linear algebraic system with the dimension of the wave vector and Hamiltonian matrix bounded by a polynomial function of the size of the system (say, the number of particles).
Some of the input qubits (called ψ-bits) are assigned for the wave vector. Since each ψ-bit has two degenerate states representing 0 and 1, all the ψ-bits together can potentially encode all the possible states of the simulatee. Other input qubits (called H-bits) are pre-set and used to encode the Hamiltonian matrix. To set an input qubit means applying a strong field so that the energy is lower if the qubit is in the desired state, otherwise the system will be in a high energy level beyond the working gap. To solve Eq.1, the EDC static quantum deterministic Turing machine (EDC SQDTM) [7] simply does the algebra of multiplying the wave vector ψ = (c 1 , c 2 , · · · c n ) T by the Hamiltonian matrix H, gets the resultant wave vector
Then it calculates the ratios d i /c i for i = 1, 2, · · · n and checks if they are all equal, i.e. decides if ψ is an eigenstate or not. The YES/NO decision is sent to the decision energy degeneracy lifting unit (DEDLU) [7] . Also one of the ratios say e is transmitted to the minimization energy degeneracy lifting unit (MEDLU) [7] . The DEDLU provides the interaction energy of 0 or E ded > E g according to YES or NO inputs, while the MEDLU yields the energy E ∝e and E < E g . Since the working gap E g is large enough and the system is initially at low temperature, after the H-bits have been set, the simulator will quickly relax [7] to lower energy states within the working gap. After that the only relevant states are the working modes within the working gap (called simu modes) which satisfy Eq.1.
Obviously, the simu modes encode exactly the eigenstates with the corresponding energies of the simulatee. A distinguished merit of the USQS is the static quantum parallelism.
Upon the system being constructed and the input being accordingly set, all eigenstates and the corresponding energies satisfying Eq.1 are there, no need to find them one-by-one.
If viewed as some sort of memory, the USQS potentially stores all eigenstates and their energies at the same time. The USQS has more degrees of freedom than the simulatee, its Hilbert space is much larger. However, when restricted within the working gap, only 4 the sub-Hilbert space consisting of all simu modes is relevant, the simulator is physically identical to the simulatee in the isomorphic sense that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the eigenstates of the two systems and the corresponding energies are proportional to each other, the two systems are governed by the same equation of motion. In another words, the simulatee has been embedded into the simulator within the working gap. Since the problem is formulated into a linear algebraic equation with a polynomial dimension and the USQS does the algebra using polynomial number of logic gates, it turns out that any quantum system can be embedded into the USQS with polynomial efficiency. The USQC is actually a general laboratory in which one can synthesize any many-body system and experiment on it conveniently, by means of programming for the static quantum computer, applying appropriate fields to set and change the inputs, and sometimes observing the state of the quantum machine.
To understand what isomorphic means, one may compare the USQS with the universal dynamic quantum simulator (UDQS) [2] . On a UDQS, there is generally no sub-Hilbert space to which a simulatee can be embedded with the one-to-one correspondence between the eigenstates, the corresponding energies are generally not proportional to each other. In particular, the ground state of the simulatee is represented by the ground state of the USQS, while the lowest energy state of the UDQS can not encode the ground state of the simulatee because that ground state is not known a priori. Although the UDQS may exploit the inevitable coupling with the environment to simulate open systems [2] , the exploitation is strictly limited. For example, when simulating the relaxation process of an excited system, a UDQS should at least preserve some energy to encode the information for the ground state of the simulatee. These remaining excitations make the system unstable and vulnerable to perturbations, that is why a dynamic quantum computer is so hard to construct. By contrast, a USQS is not so niggardly, it happily dissipates all its energy and gets to the lowest energy level which represents the ground state of the simulatee. This example has already demonstrated one scheme for a USQS to simulate thermodynamic processes. Since the USQS when restricted within the working gap is just a duplicate of the simulatee, its natural re-5 laxation naturally mimics the relaxation of the simulatee. This scheme is particularly useful to simulate these relaxation processes where the actual forms of the external perturbations
are subordinate, what really important are the internal structure of the simulatee and the statistics of the perturbations. To this extent, the USQS is outstanding in simulating the thermodynamics and dynamics of complex systems such as biological macromolecules [12] and atomic and molecular clusters [13] . With a proper Hamiltonian describing the interactions among smaller pieces of the complex system and some random terms mimicking the stochastic perturbations, a classical computer may provide some information, but a full simulation takes exceedingly long time. By contrast, if provided with the correct Hamiltonian, the USQS can synthesize a duplicate of the complex system, the motion of the duplicate is identical to the simulatee in the isomorphic sense that there is one-to-one correspondence between the eigenstates and the corresponding energies are proportional to each other, the dynamics' of the two system are identical up to a constant factor in time scale. For instance, if provided with the correct Hamiltonian describing the interactions among the amino acids and their interactions with water, a synthesized protein on the USQS should fold itself very fast as the real protein does [12] . On a USQS, scientists can test their models and design new complex systems conveniently.
To simulate dynamic processes with well-defined driving forces on a USUS, dissipation should be avoided and one needs some knowledge about the transition matrix among global states of the machine, then applies external fields with proper forms to simulate the real driving forces.
In conclusion, a universal static quantum simulator can simulate any quantum manybody system in an isomorphic manner. The number of logic gates needed is bounded by a polynomial function of the size of the system to be simulated and the simulation takes a time proportional to the time of the real process. The great advantage of the isomorphic simulation is that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the eigenstates of the simulator and the simulatee, the corresponding energies are proportional to each other, the two systems are governed by the same equation of motion. In particular, the ground state of 6 the simulator corresponds to the ground state of the simulatee. Consequently, the USQS is outstanding in simulating natural thermodynamic phenomena. It does not suffer from dissipation at all but benefits from it. The inevitable perturbations from the environment can be fully and naturally exploited when simulating real thermodynamic processes. The continuing advancement in fabricating small size devices may eventually make it possible to implement a static quantum computer [14] . At present the well-established technology for superconductive devices is very promising to immediately implement static quantum logic devices [9] . There is reason to expect that in the near future the USQS will be widely used to synthesize and test various complex systems.
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